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In the creation of the universe and the earth, and the alternation of night and 
day, there are signs for people with intelligence: those who remember God, 
standing, sitting and lying on their sides, and reflect on the creation of the 
universe and the earth: “Our Lord, You have not created this for nothing”. 

(The Noble Koran, 3: 190-191) 
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1 Introduction 

Application of geophysical methods in near surface studies is an increasingly 
developing important field. The near surface of the earth (the upper 100 m) 
is the region that supports human’s infrastructure, contains a large amount of 
drinking water, and is the interface between solid Earth and atmosphere for 
many biogeochemical cycles that sustain life.  There are numerous geo-
physical methods that can be utilized in mineral prospecting, groundwater 
exploration and environmental, geotechnical, and archaeological studies. 
The frequency domain electromagnetic methods are favourable for this pur-
pose due to their good spatial resolution and cost effectiveness. A plane elec-
tromagnetic wave for example generated either from a distant radio transmit-
ter or a nearby controlled source can be used to delineate the electrical con-
ductivity of the near surface earth materials. Among the plane wave electro-
magnetic methods radiomagnetotelluric (RMT), controlled source audio 
magnetotelluric (CSAMT) in the far field zone, very low frequency (VLF), 
and VLF-Resistivity measurements are commonly used for the near surface 
studies. Furthermore integrated use of RMT (14-250 kHz) and controlled 
source tensor magnetotelluric (CSTMT, 1-12 kHz) measurements, the so-
called CSRMT has also been applied in order to gain a better model resolu-
tion and depth penetration of near surface conductive structures. 

The CSRMT method was pioneered by Pedersen et al. (2005) and has 
been employed in a variety of conditions to model near surface conductivity 
structures. Using standard 2D plane wave inversion codes (e. g., Siripunva-
raporn and Egbert, 2000), the CSRMT data have shown reliable and compa-
rable geological models with other geophysical methods (e.g., Pedersen et 
al., 2005; Bastani et al., 2008). In this thesis a number of case histories are 
presented to illustrate the usefulness and capability of the CSRMT method. 
The resolutions of the acquired models using various types of data are stud-
ied. Magnetotelluric transfer functions are used to analyze the dimensional-
ity, the near surface resistivity distortions and the near field effects in the 
case of CSTMT data analysis. 

The main problem in modelling CSRMT data is related to the deviations 
from the plane wave approximation since most of the inverse modelling 
programs are based on the far field approximation. The far field condition is 
satisfied when the source-receiver distance is about five times longer than 
the penetration depth,δ , which is a function of transmitter frequency and 
ground resistivity. The plane wave condition is perfectly satisfied for the 
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RMT data because the radio transmitters (Turberg et al., 1994; Tezkan et al., 
1996) are usually far enough. However the far field condition is not fully 
satisfied for the CSTMT data especially for lowest frequencies, when the 
distance between transmitter and receivers becomes close to the penetration 
depth (Li and Pedersen, 1991). I have used several tools that can be used to 
check the validity of plane wave conditions for the CSTMT data. I have 
made a detailed analysis using synthetic resistivity models to study the near 
field effects induced by a magnetic dipole source (used in the actual data 
collection) on the data. Then I compared the near field transfer functions 
with the corresponding plane wave transfer functions. I have also studied the 
frequency limit in which one can use non-plane wave data in the plane wave 
modeling code to resolve the deepest possible parts of the ground resistivity. 

The 2D MT inverse code developed by Siripunvaraporn and Egbert 
(2000) and modified by Pedersen and Engels (2005) allows modelling dif-
ferent type of data modes (see section 2.3 for more details).  Prior to any 2D 
modeling of MT data one needs to determine the strike properly and rotate 
the measurements in the strike coordinate system. Stability of estimated 
strike directions were tested through the strike analysis proposed by Zhang et 
al. (1987). After rotation of the data I have carried out 2D inversion of vari-
ous modes in order to compare the resolution of each model. 

In paper I, the results from measurements with the CSRMT method are 
presented for mapping glacial deposits in the Heby area, Sweden. The thick-
ness of glacial deposits may show great variability. Normally, relatively 
thick and conductive clay lenses fill the upper parts of the glacial deposit and 
overlie less conductive and coarser grained sand/gravel layers. Such buried 
stream valleys can be excellent reservoirs of groundwater. In order to pene-
trate relatively thick conductive clay lenses the CSTMT method was used to 
increase the depth penetration and to resolve the deeper parts of the glacial 
deposits, in particular the sand-gravel/bedrock transition. In paper II the 
depth resolution of controlled source and radiomagnetotelluric (CSRMT) 
was analyzed using the data collected along profiles on the Hallandsås Horst, 
Southern Sweden. A railway tunnel is under construction and is located at 
depths 100-150 m that is below the water table. Environmental hazards due 
to high water pressures and rock fractures may occur during the construc-
tion. We compared the responses of 2½-D models determined by forward 
modelling with the measured CSRMT data. The X3D code of Avdeev et al. 
(2002) was used to calculate synthetic responses (i.e. impedance tensor and 
tipper vector) from horizontal magnetic dipole sources. Based on the syn-
thetic responses, the near field effects due to the presence of the resistive 
crystalline bedrock on the data responses were analyzed. Based on the result-
ing models derived from the synthetic data we could then better analyze the 
models obtained from the real data at the Hallandsås Horst area. 

In paper III we show application of the CSRMT method in mineral pros-
pecting in an area in Iran. Both the RMT and the CSTMT measurements 
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were tested for the first time in Iran. It was also encouraging to employ both 
methods for mineral exploration at its present development stage. The main 
objectives of this study were to: (i) collect CSTMT and RMT data and exam-
ine their application as a tool for a detailed mineral exploration program, (ii) 
help to delineate a possible continuation of existing ore bodies both laterally 
and vertically, and (iii) to study the RMT signals in that part of the  world. 
The data were collected along five E-W and three N-S profiles. The CSTMT 
data have been used for the strike and dimensionality analysis, indicating a 
mainly 3D structure. No preferred directions along the measured profiles 
could be identified to perform TE, TM or joint modelling. Consequently, a 
2D modelling of the determinant resistivity data was performed to reduce 3D 
effects. The reasonably small overall RMS datafits along almost all the pro-
files were good measures of confidence in the resulting 2D models.  

The data coverage was as such that 2D models along crossing profiles 
could be compared and correlated with each other. At the crossing points, 
the models generally showed the same resistivity features. 
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2 Basic concepts of electromagnetic methods 

The aim of geophysical electromagnetic methods is to delineate the electrical 
resistivity or conductivity of the earth materials by measuring the electric 
and magnetic fields at the earth surface. Therefore the basic and key theories 
of the electromagnetic fields and electrical properties of the earth materials 
are important to discuss in this thesis. A detailed discussion of the electro-
magnetic theory for geophysical application can be found in Ward and 
Hohmann (1987) and a practical view of magnetotelluric method in Simpson 
and Bahr (2005). Palacky (1987) and Keller (1987) deliver a comprehensive 
review on the concepts of electrical properties of earth materials. The con-
cepts that are presented briefly in this chapter include Maxwell’s equations, 
electrical properties of rock materials, plane wave transfer functions, RMT, 
and CSTMT methods.  

2.1 Maxwell Equations. 
The behaviour of electromagnetic fields can be described by Maxwell’s 
equations. The electromagnetic fields can be used to study the structure of 
the earth and to determine its electric and magnetic properties. Using an 

tie ω time dependency, Maxwell’s equations can be written in the frequency 
domain as (Ward and Hohmann, 1987)  

BE  ωi−=×∇      (2.1) 

DJH  ωi+=×∇    (2.2) 

q=⋅∇ D      (2.3) 

0=⋅∇ B ,    (2.4) 

where E is the electric field intensity [V/m], H is the magnetic field inten-
sity[A/m], B is the magnetic induction [Wb/m2 or T], J is the electric current 
density [A/m2], D is the electric displacement [C/m2], ω is the angular fre-
quency [Hz], and q is the electric charge density [C/m3]. Equation (2.1) is 
Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction that shows the relationship be-
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tween a time-varying magnetic field and an induced electric field. Equation 
(2.2) is Ampere’s law, which states that any closed loop of electrical current 
will have an associated magnetic field of magnitude proportional to the total 
current. Equation (2.3) is Gauss’s law concerning the electric field; the elec-
tric displacement is solely due to an electric charge density.  Equation (2.4) 
is Gauss’s law for magnetism that states no free magnetic charges exist. 

The five vector fields in Maxwell’s equations are originally decoupled. 
They can be related by using constitutive relations in the presence of a linear 
isotropic medium as 

HB  μ=     (2.5) 

ED  ε=      (2.6) 

EJ  σ= ,    (2.7) 

where μ is the magnetic permeability [Vs/Am], ε is the dielectric permittiv-
ity [As/Vm] and σ  is the electrical conductivity [S/m]. Equation (2.7) is 
known as Ohm’s law that implies currents in the presence of an electric field 
can only flow if the media has a nonzero conductivity. In most electromag-
netic earth problems the media are assumed linear, isotropic and the quanti-
ties of permeability, conductivity and permittivity are taken to be constant 
and frequency independent. Using the constitutive relations from equations 
(2.5), (2.6), and (2.7), Maxwell’s equations can be expressed as 

HE μωi−=×∇    (2.8) 

( )EH εωσ i+=×∇    (2.9) 

 εq=⋅∇ E     (2.10) 

and  

 0=⋅∇ H .    (2.11) 

Equations (2.8) and (2.9) can be written in a more compact form as 

 0ˆ =−×∇ EH y    (2.12) 

 0ˆ =+×∇ HE z ,   (2.13) 

by introducing the impedivity μωiz =ˆ  and the admittivity εωσ iy +=ˆ . 
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2.2 Electrical properties of rocks 
The constitutive relations in equations (2.6) and (2.7) introduce two electri-
cal properties of materials, i.e. dielectric permittivity and electrical conduc-
tivity. The dielectric permittivity is the ratio between the electric 
displacement and the electric field and typically given as relative dielectric 
permittivity κ  defined as 

0ε
εκ =      (2.14) 

where 12
0 108542.8 −⋅=ε F/m is the electrical permittivity of free space. 

Under quasi-static assumption, i.e. σωε << , effects of displacement cur-
rents are neglected as done in my thesis. The electrical conductivity is de-
fined in equation (2.7) as the ratio between the current density and the elec-
tric field intensity. In practice we use the term electrical resistivity that is 
defined as σρ 1=  [ mΩ ]. Both the electrical conductivity and dielectric 
permittivity of crustal rocks are strongly affected by presence of water (Kel-
ler, 1987). 

The electrical conductivity of solid rock components is markedly different 
from water in cracks and pores. An empirical formula describing relation-
ships to the electrical conductivity of porous media to porosity and water 
saturation was proposed by Archie (1942). The conductivity of porous rocks 
using a generalized formulation of Archie’s law is described as, 

s
mn

wSa σφσσ += ,   (2.15) 

where σ is the overall conductivity of the rock, σw is the conductivity of the 
pore water, S is the water saturation, φ is the porosity, σs is the surface con-
ductivity, and a (the proportionality factor), m (the cementation exponent), 
and n (the saturation constant) are fitting parameters. 

The electrical resistivity of most earth materials ranges broadly from 0.01 
Ωm to a few 100 kΩm (Figure 2.1). Thus it is a benefit for mapping and 
resolving models when high contrasts between anomalies and host are oc-
curred in subsurface. Palacky (1987) classifies the resistivities of earth mate-
rials are in five groups (Figure 2.1) as shield un-weathered rocks, weathered 
layer, glacial sediments, sedimentary rocks, and water and aquifers. The 
shield areas are highly resistive (> 1000 Ωm) and normally composed of 
igneous and metamorphic rocks. In the absence of a weathered layer, mas-
sive sulphides (< 1 Ωm) and graphite are the only conductors in the areas. 
Many important metal ores are sulphides, for example chalcopyrite (iron and 
copper), galena (lead) and pyrite (iron). In regions with preserved weathered 
layer, saprolites (2 – 200 Ωm) are the most conductive component. 
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Saprolites contain predominantly quartz and a high percentage of kaolinite 
with other clay minerals which are formed by chemical decomposition of 
primary minerals, mainly feldspars. Other components of the weathered 
layer are the less conductive mottled zone (200-2000 Ωm) and the resistive 
duricrust (2 – 30 kΩm). In the glacial sediments group, clays are the most 
conductive materials (5 – 100 Ωm) then followed by moraine sediment (50 – 
10000 Ωm), i.e. gravel, sand, and tills from resistive to poorly conductive. In 
sedimentary areas, conductivity depends on clay content, porosity, dissolved 
mineral, and water saturation of rocks. 

 
Figure 2.1 Typical ranges of resistivities of earth material (re-illustrated from 
Palacky, 1987, Figure 2). 

2.3 Plane wave transfer functions 
Maxwell’s equations show a linear relationship between electric and mag-
netic fields. Assuming plane-wave conditions and a fixed frequency, hori-
zontal electric field components ( xE , yE ) and vertical magnetic field com-
ponent ( zH ) are related to horizontal magnetic field components ( xH , yH ) 
by the expressions (Cantwell, 1960), 
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and 
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where Z and T are known as magnetotellurics transfer functions. Z is the 
complex impedance tensor given by 
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Z ,   (2.18) 

and T is the complex geomagnetic transfer function or (as we prefer to call 
it) the tipper vector, defined by ( )TBA,=T . The superscript T denotes 
transposition, while A and B are the complex components of the tipper vector 
in the x- and y-direction, respectively. 

The tipper vector is useful for qualitative interpretation of dimensionality. 
Its direction and size are related to lateral changes in resistivity of subsur-
face. A tipper vector that is close to zero indicates one-dimensional condi-
tions. The real and imaginary part of the tipper can be used to construct 
complex induction arrows, where the real part of induction arrows point 
away from conductive structures (Schmucker, 1970). 

The electrical resistivity of the subsurface can be estimated from imped-
ance elements using the formula introduced by Cagniard (1953). Ward and 
Hohmann (1987) derived the formula for normal incidence of a uniform, 
homogeneous, plane wave upon n-layered isotropic model of the earth. 
However, 2D earth approximation nowadays is most common used in MT 
method and 3D earth model has been developed as well. If we assume that 
the plane wave propagates in the positive z (downward), x-axis is the meas-
urement direction of the electric field and y-axis is the measurement direc-
tion of the magnetic field, then the apparent resistivity ( xyρ ) and phase 
( xyφ ) can be estimated from the impedance elements as 

2

0

1
xyxy Z

ωμ
ρ =    (2.19) 

and 
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The notation Im and Re denote the imaginary and real part of the impedance 
elements, respectively. The subscript xy in equations (2.19) and (2.20) 
should be changed to yx for the measurement directions of the electric and 
magnetic fields in y- and x-axis, respectively.  In the 2D earth approxima-
tion, the terms xy and yx refer to type of polarization (i.e. E polarization and 
B polarization), which are also known as TE- and TM-mode. 

 

 
Figure 2.2 (a) A simple 2D earth model with a conductive anomaly within a resis-
tive host. The strike direction is parallel to the x-axis. (b) and (c) show illustration of 
transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes for the 2D model, 
respectively. 

Figure 2.2 (a) show a simple 2D earth model with a conductive anomaly 
extending along the x-axis (strike direction). The conductivity σ is a function 
of y and z ( ),( zyσ ) and constant along the strike direction. In the TE-mode 
(Figure 2.2b), the transverse electric mode, the electric field is in the strike 
direction, causing the currents to flow in the x-direction. In the TM-mode, 
the transverse magnetic mode, the magnetic field is in the strike direction 
and the electric field is perpendicular to the strike. 
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In the 2D case, the magnetotelluric transfer functions connecting the hori-
zontal components of the surface electromagnetic field becomes particularly 
simple in the principal coordinate system with the x-axis oriented along 
strike, 
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where subscripts TE and TM stand for transverse electric and transverse 
magnetic modes, respectively. The tipper vector then becomes 

�
�

�
�
�

�
=

B
0

T .    (2.22) 

By using equation (2.21), the theoretical determinant impedance tensor can 
be expressed as 

[ ] ( )TMTEDETDETDET ZZiZZ −== φexp  

( )��
�

��
� += TMTETMTE iZZ φφ
2
1exp .   (2.23) 

Transforming to logarithmic variables, the logarithmic of theoretical appar-
ent determinant resistivity, DETρ , and the phase, DETφ  can be expressed as 

( )TMTEDET ρρρ loglog
2
1log +=    (2.24) 

and 

( ),
2
1

TMTEDET φφφ +=     (2.25) 

and therefore the theoretical 2D determinant data can be considered as the 
arithmetic mean of TE and TM mode (Pedersen and Engels, 2005). The 
measured determinant impedance (using all four measured impedance ele-
ment) will be modelled by this theoretical determinant impedance. Further-
more the apparent resistivities obviously give rough estimates of the resistiv-
ity at depth. The phases contain information about relative changes in con-
ductivity. For a 1D earth, phases below 45° indicate a resistor at depth and 
phases above 45° indicate a conductor at depth (Vozoff, 1991). 
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2.4 Radiomagnetotelluric method 
The RMT method was first used for hydrogeological purposes (Turberg et 
al., 1994) in its original and scalar form. Today the method has been devel-
oped and widely applied for environmental, geotechnical, archaeological and 
shallow depth explorations (Tezkan et al., 1996; Tezkan, 1999; Tezkan et al., 
2000; Bastani, 2001; Newman et al., 2003; Beylich et al., 2004; Linde and 
Pedersen, 2004a; Linde and Pedersen; 2004b; Tezkan et al., 2005; Pedersen 
et al., 2005). The electromagnetic wave can be treated as plane wave if the 
source-receiver distance is large compared to the penetration depth. Based 
on Goldstein and Strangway (1975), the plane wave condition is satisfied for 
a homogenous half-space, if the source-receiver distance is greater than 
about four times the skin depth. The skin depth (δ ), the depth at which the 
amplitude is reduced to 37% of the amplitude at the surface, can be calcu-
lated in meters by the well known expression, 

[ ]m 500
f
ρδ = ,   (2.26) 

where ρ is resistivity [Ohm-m] and f is frequency [Hz]. But Wannamaker 
(1997) points out that in case of better conducting sediments on top of resis-
tive basement sounding depth may be reduced to about 1/20 of the transmit-
ter-receiver separation. The RMT method is operated in frequency range of 
14-250 kHz that is suitable for shallow depth studies. It makes use of elec-
tromagnetic fields from the distant radio transmitters and thus is classified as 
a plane wave electromagnetic technique. These transmitters are normally 
vertical electric dipoles (Pedersen et al., 2006). 

The RMT data used in this thesis were collected with the EnviroMT sys-
tem (Bastani, 2001). The electric and magnetic field components are meas-
ured at the earth surface. The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is largely a function 
of the transmitter strength and the distance to the transmitter as well as the 
bandwidth used. The electric and magnetic noise levels are estimated from 
the median filtered power of the horizontal fields. The S/N for each fre-
quency in the band of interest is then defined as the ratio between the hori-
zontal power and the estimated noise power (Pedersen et al., 1994). 

In the EnviroMT a band averaging technique (e.g., Sims et al., 1971; 
Gamble et al., 1979; Pedersen, 1982) generates estimates of the transfer 
functions in a narrow band of one octave. The main band is split into 9 over-
lapping sub-bands with a bandwidth of one octave in which the transfer 
functions are assumed to be constant. For example, the first full octave sub-
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band is between 10 kHz and 20 kHz with the nominal frequency at about 14 
kHz. Then for those transmitter frequencies belonging to a narrow sub-band, 
the transfer functions are estimated. The method described by Pedersen 
(1982) is used to estimate errors of the transfer functions. 

2.5 Controlled source tensor magnetotelluric (CSTMT) 
method 
Using controlled sources in the magnetotelluric method was motivated by 
effort to overcome the lack of strong natural electromagnetic signals in the 
frequency rang 1- 10 kHz. The signal from natural sources in this band is, 
mainly from thunderstorms, unpredictable and cannot be routinely used (Vo-
zoff, 1991; Smith and Jenkins, 1998). The electromagnetic noise in this fre-
quency range may become so high that it dominates the natural source fields 
(Szarka and Menvielle, 1987; Qian and Pedersen, 1992) and consequently 
AMT (audio-magnetotelluric) data quality may degrade considerably. In 
order to get stable and reliable electromagnetic signals, Goldstein and 
Strangway (1975) used a grounded electric dipole source as an artificial sig-
nal source. The method is called controlled-source audio-magnetotelluric 
(CSAMT) technique. 

Plane wave theory is applicable for CSAMT data when the transmitter is 
located sufficiently far from the receiver, such that far-field or plane wave 
conditions prevail. The estimation of transfer functions is simpler and more 
straightforward. However, with this technique, it may be difficult to define 
criteria for far-field conditions (Wannamaker, 1997; Pedersen et al., 2005). 
In the CSAMT method, orthogonal electric and magnetic field components 
are measured far from the source that is separated at least four skin depths 
from the receiver (Goldstein and Strangway, 1975). Apparent resistivities 
and phases are also calculated by using equations (2.19) and (2.20). 

Li and Pedersen (1991) proved that, for horizontal dipolar sources, the 
transfer functions are independent of the orientation and strength of the elec-
tric/magnetic dipoles. This fact may allow using two sources with different 
orientations at the same position. The transfer functions are obtained from 
the measured surface fields. This method was introduced by Li and Pedersen 
(1991) as controlled source tensor magnetotelluric (CSTMT). The CSTMT 
data used in this thesis were acquired with the EnviroMT system (Bastani, 
2001). The instrument employs a double horizontal magnetic dipole source. 
In shallow experiments, it is advantageous to use horizontal magnetic di-
poles, because they are safer, much easier to install and their range is suffi-
cient to cover distances up to several hundred meters. Magnetic dipoles also 
have little coupling to nearby conductive structures compared to electric 
dipoles and therefore are generally expected to provide better plane wave 
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conditions than electric dipoles. The transmitter configuration is set up by 
two horizontal magnetic dipoles approximately perpendicular to each other. 

In the CSTMT processing technique (Bastani, 2001), unique transfer 
functions can be defined at the selected transmitter frequencies, because the 
transmitter consists of two independent, coincident, horizontal dipole coils. 
The source frequencies and polarization are selected and changed from the 
receiver point. A set of transmitter frequencies can be selected in the 
CSTMT measuring mode. The selection depends on receiver-transmitter 
distance and penetration depth. In the CSTMT method used in the EnviroMT 
system, every single frequency is transmitted separately for each dipole di-
rection. Then the transmitter is remotely configured from the receiver posi-
tion to send the signal in the other dipole. The S/N considerably increases by 
stacking the amplitudes of the measured field components in time/frequency 
domain. 
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3 Near-field effects and dimensionality 
analysis 

The standard 2D plane wave inversion codes are normally used in the 
CSRMT method, for example the Rebocc code by Siripunvaraporn and Eg-
bert (2000) as we used in our studies. Therefore there are two conditions that 
have to be fulfilled by the CSRMT data before modelling, i.e. the data 
should satisfy 2D conditions as well as plane wave conditions. We have 
studied the data for some near field effects. Then, under the plane wave as-
sumption, we have made dimensionality analysis such as Swift’s skew calcu-
lation (Swift, 1976), plots of real induction arrows (Schmucker, 1970; Park-
inson, 1962), and strike analysis (Zhang et al., 1997).  

3.1 Near-field effects 
Plane wave conditions prevail in the RMT and CSTMT data if the measure-
ments are operated in the far field, where the transmitter is located suffi-
ciently far away from the receiver. The presence of the near-field effects can 
be evaluated from characteristics of MT transfer functions. 

We have shown that the acquired CSTMT data are contaminated by near 
field effects (as shown in Figure 3.1). The synthetic model as proposed by Li 
and Pedersen (1991) is used to identify the near field effects. As an example 
responses were calculated from a magnetic dipole source in a 1000 Ωm ho-
mogenous half-space. The distance between source and receiver is about 
14.1 km, where the source is located at origin and receiver at (x =10 km, y = 
10 km). Plane wave conditions prevail at a frequency of 100 Hz (Figure 3.1). 
The skin depth is 1.58 km, which is around 8.9 times smaller than the 
source-receiver separation (Goldstein and Strangway, 1975; Zonge and 
Hughes, 1991). Hence the observer is in the far field and the plane wave 
approximation will be valid. The diagonal elements of impedances Zxx and 
Zyy are close to zero, and the off-diagonal elements have nearly identical real 
and imaginary parts (not shown in the figure). The apparent resistivities and 
phases can be calculated from the impedance tensor using equations (2.19) 
and (2.20), respectively.  At this frequency, the apparent resistivity is around 
1000 Ωm as in the input model and the phase is 45o as the plane wave excita-
tion of homogenous half-space. 
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Figure 3.1 Apparent resistivities, phases, and tipper vector for a magnetic dipole 
source. The solid line represents real parts and dashed line imaginary parts. The 
model is referred to (Li and Pedersen, 1991); homogenous half-space of 1000 Ωm, 
source at origin and receiver at (10 km, 10 km). 

Near field effects are clearly marked at a frequency of 0.1 Hz. At this fre-
quency the skin depth is 50 km, which is much larger than the source-
receiver separation. In this case all elements tend to zero because horizontal 
electric and vertical magnetic fields of horizontal magnetic dipoles tend to 
zero at lowest frequency (Li and Pedersen, 1991). Hence the logarithmic of 
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apparent resistivities decay with a slope of 45 degrees as a function of log 
(frequency) and the phases approach 90 degrees. As shown in Figure 3.1, the 
near field effects can be also seen from the geomagnetic transfer function. At 
the highest frequencies the real component of the tipper vector approach 
zero, as minimum in the middle part and approaches zero again at the lowest 
frequencies. From highest to lowest frequencies all the real parts of the tip-
per vector point toward to the transmitter. This behaviour is similar to the 
response of a plane wave to a 2D conductive structure in the sense that the 
real part of induction arrows points away from the good conductor 
(Schmucker, 1970; Parkinson, 1962). 

3.2 Dimensionality analysis 
The impedance tensor can be analyzed to indicate the dimensionality of 
nearby resistivity structures. Bahr (1991) introduces a rotationally invariant 
measure of phase differences, μ defined as 

[ ] [ ]( )
2

2
1

2121 ,,
D

DSSD +
=μ ,  (3.1) 

where yyxx ZZS +=1 , yxxy ZZS +=2 , yyxx ZZD −=1 , and 
yxxy ZZD −=2 ; [ ]mn SD ,  is a commutator defined as 

nmmn SSD ImDReImRe + . Values close to zero indicate a regional 1D 
structure, and no strike is defined, where Bahr (1991) uses a threshold of 0.1. 

The skew is an invariant and gives an overall measure of 3D effects 
(Swift, 1967) and is defined as 

yxxy

yyxx

ZZ

ZZ
S

−

+
= .   (3.2) 

Swift’s skew is the ratio between the magnitudes of the diagonal ( xxZ and 
yyZ ) and (principal) off-diagonal ( xyZ and yxZ ) component of the MT im-

pedance tensor, which provides an ad hoc measure of the impedance tensor’s 
proximity to an ideal 2D impedance tensor, for which the sum of the diago-
nal components must vanish. Traditionally, the overall structure, including 
both regional and local structure, can be considered as 1D or 2D if Swift’s 
skew is less than 0.1, whereas values higher than 0.1 are taken to indicate 3D 
effects or man-made noise (Bahr, 1991). 

Stronger necessary conditions for 1D and 2D are imposed by the strike 
analysis of Zhang et al. (1987). When the data show inconsistency of re-
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gional strike along the profile, this inconsistency of the strike direction can 
be studied further using the method proposed by Zhang et al. (1987). The 
regional strike gives the direction of a regional 2D structure overlain by an 
arbitrary 3D scatterer, and then in the direction of the regional strike, the 
impedance tensor can be expressed in the simple form 

��
	



��
�


=

xyyx

xyyx

ZZ
ZZ
γ

β
Z .   (3.3) 

Here, yxxx ZZ β=   and xyyy ZZ γ= . β and γ are local distortion parameters 
in the form of real constants which are independent of frequency but de-
pendent on station number. The regional strike is estimated as follows:  Ro-
tate the impedance tensor from 0º to 180º, scale the rotated impedance tensor 
by the error of the diagonal element of the corresponding column, compute 
distortion parameters β and γ as least squares estimates over some frequency 
range for each angle and station, and compute the misfit function, Q as a 
function of rotation angle for each station and frequency. The static distor-
tion parameters β and  γ are found from  
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and 
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ZZ
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where bold face impedances represent vectors of impedance elements of a 
particular station. Prime means that each element is scaled by the standard 
error of the corresponding diagonal impedance component and star means 
complex conjugation and transposition. 

The misfit function Q for each station and frequency is then defined by 

2

2'*'*2'*'*
xyyyyxxx ZZZZ

Q
γβ −+−

= ,   (3.6) 

which can be considered  as a random variable with a 2χ distribution nor-
malized by 2, the number of degrees of freedom, assuming that the two 
complex impedances '*'*

yxxx ZZ β−  and '*'*
xyyy ZZ β−  can be considered as 
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normally distributed random variables with zero mean and unit variance. By 
testing different values of rotation angles in equation (3.6), the angle that 
minimizes Q over all frequencies and stations may represent the best strike 
estimate. In the ideal case the average Q should be of the order of one. In 
practice it is preferred to plot Q , i.e. a Root Mean Square (RMS) measure, 
instead. 
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4 Overview of forward modelling and inverse 
theory 

4.1 The X3D forward modelling code 
Forward modelling is time consuming, however sometimes it is needed 
when there are no appropriate inverse schemes available. It can be also done 
prior to fieldwork by making a simple model and analyzing its responses in 
order to design the measurement parameters. Forward modelling may also 
help the inverse scheme to improve the inverted model (Simpson and Bahr, 
2005).  

In this thesis, I used the X3D forward modelling code (Avdeev et al., 
2002) in order to analyze source effects in CSTMT data set and used the 
information to improve data interpretation. The X3D code was used to calcu-
late electromagnetic fields in a 3D earth by including a number of arbitrarily 
shaped scatterers imbedded in layered formation and accounting for polari-
zation effects. The code is applicable for calculating the 3D earth responses 
exited either by natural plane wave or by any known controlled source, e.g. a 
magnetic dipoles source as utilised in this thesis. 

In forward modelling the electromagnetic responses of a given model and 
a given source configuration are calculated. Suppose [ ]Mmmm  ..., , , 21=m  
is the model parameters vector and [ ]Nddd  ..., , , 21=d  is measured data 
vector, the forward problem is then expressed as 

( ) predmF = ,     (4.1) 

where ( )mF  is the model responses. 
The forward modelling of electromagnetic data involves simulation of the 

electromagnetic induction process using differential or integral equation 
methods. The forward problem is done either with finite differences or with 
finite elements for 2D or 3D earth model. The x3D code is based on the in-
tegral equation method. The solution process uses a Krylov subspace itera-
tion to solve the scattering equation, which is based on the modified iterative 
dissipative method (Avdeev et al., 2002). The electromagnetic modelling 
based on the modified iterative dissipative method was pioneered by Singer 
(1995) for a quasi static field in isotropic formations. The method was im-
proved later by including displacement currents and anisotropy (Pankratov et 
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al., 1995 and 1997; Singer and Fainberg, 1995 and 1997). The scattering 
equation is modified to an integral equation which is then solved by a simple 
iteration process, equivalent to the Neumann series summation. In the X3D 
code, the Krylov subspace iteration is used in order to accelerate conver-
gence. A brief derivation of the scattering equation used in the modified 
iterative dissipative method based is presented in the following part. For a 
detailed explanation the reader is referred to Avdeev et al. (2002). 

The conventional scattering equation with respect to the scattered electric 
field is written as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )� −+=
MV

dvz ''''', S
OO

S rErrrGrErE ζζ ,  (4.2) 

where ( ) ωεσωζ i−=,r  is generalized conductivity defined by the electric 
conductivity  ( )ωσ ,r , dielectric permittivity ( )ωε ,r  and angular fre-
quencyω . The electric field ( )rE0  is excited by an impressed source in a 
1D reference structure denoted by ( )z0ζ . ( )',rrG  is 33× dyadic electric 
Green’s function for the reference structure. MV is the volume and 

( ) ( )'' O zζζ −r  differs from zero. 
A formal solution of equation (4.2) can be expressed as an infinite Neu-

mann series, but its convergence is questionable. This series does not con-
verge at all when a scattered field is significantly different from ( )rE0 . A 
convergent series can be reached by modifying Equation (4.2) as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )�+=
MV

O dv'''', rrRrrKrr χχχ .   (4.3) 

Further explanation of χ  and the tensors K and R can be found in Avdeev 
et al. (2002). The solution of Equation (4.3) can be sought by iterating 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )�+=+

MV

n
O

n dv'''',1 rrRrrKrr χχχ  (4.4) 

where ... 2, ,1=n . In the limit as ∞→n  and ( ) χχ →n Equation (4.4) 
satisfies the operator equation 

Oχχ =A ,     (4.5) 

where MIA −= , I is the identity operator, and 

( ) ( ) ( )�=
MV

dv'''', rrRrrKM χχ .   (4.6) 
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The operator A  does not need preconditioning when a Krylov subspace 
iteration is applied to equation (4.5). The system was well preconditioned 
when the scattering equation was modified. One can then show the condi-
tioning number, ( ) 1−⋅= AAAκ , can be quite small (Avdeev, et al., 
2001), where 

( ) lC≤Aκ .    (4.7) 

Here lC  is the maximum lateral resistivity contrast. Note; the X3D code 
gives accurate results even for lateral contrast of electrical resistivity up to 
100,000. If the inequality in equation (4.7) is modified as 

( ) ( ) ( )n
nn

rr ⋅≤
−

≤ A
A

κ
χ

χχ
κ

   (4.8) 

then it gives the theoretical estimate 

( )

l

n

C
tolr ≤      (4.9) 

applicable for any Krylov subspace approximations ( )nχ , ... ,2 ,1=n , where 
tol  is the desired tolerance for the 2L norm of the relative er-
ror χχχ n- . The relative residual norm is given by 

( )
( )

O

n
Onr

χ
χχ A−

= .    (4.10) 

The X3D code uses termination criterion 

( ) Thresholdr n ≤ .   (4.11) 

The default input parameter Threshold in the X3D code is 0.003 (Avdeev et 
al., 2001; Avdeev, 2006)). It might be changed as needed. With the solution 
of equation (4.5), SE  is readily found in MV  (Avdeev et al., 2001). The 
scattered electric field SE and magnetic field SH are then calculated for any 
position by 

( ) ( ) ( )�=
mV

sS dvG ''', rjrrrE     (4.12) 
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and  

( ) ( ) ( )�=
mV

SmS dvG ''', rjrrrH ,   (4.13) 

where ( ) ( )( )OS
O

S EErj +−= ζζ'  and mG  is dyadic magnetic Green’s 
function of the reference  formation. 

The X3D code (Avdeev, 2006) can simulate the frequency-domain re-
sponses in frequency range from DC up to 50 MHz. It allows running large-
scale models discretized by up to 1,000,000 cells. The computational loads 
of the X3D code are summarized in Table 4.1 based on its executable name. 
There are 4 options executables, i.e. (1) x3d_1000x1000x8, (2) 
x3d_250x250x32, (3) x3d_350x350x16 and (4). x3d_125x125x64. Each 
executable name refers to the number of maximum grid points of the model 
in the x, y and z directions, respectively. 

Tabel 4.1: Computational loads of the x3d code  

Type of executable: 1 2 3 4 

Maximum HDD required, Mbytes 18750 18053 9700 17700 
Paging file, Mbytes 1330 245 260 165 
Maximum number of segments in x-direction 1000 250 350 125 
Maximum number of segments in y-direction 1000 250 350 125 
Maximum number of segments in z-direction 8 32 16 64 
Maximum number of host layers 21 21 21 21 
Maximum number of source layers 16 16 16 16 
Maximum number of observe levels 16 16 16 16 
Maximum number of anomalies layers 8 32 16 64 
Maximum number of frequencies 99 99 99 99 

The X3D code works with equidistant grids in horizontal directions. The 
grid covers the anomalies and some surroundings. The horizontal size of 
cells dx and dy are chosen so that 

( )
π

ρ
2

10 ,
5.0Tdydx ≤ , [km]   (4.14) 

where ρ is the maximum electrical resistivity within anomalies, and 
fT 1= is the minimum period to be modelled. In vertical direction the grid 

may be non-equidistant, ( )... ,1 =idzi . Actual values of idz  are defined by 
the thickness of sub-layers. This grid covers the depths where anomalies are 
located. idz  is chosen so that 
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( )( )
π

ρ
2

10 5.0Tzdz i
i ≤ , [km]    (4.15) 

where ( )izρ  is minimum electrical resistivity of the anomalies in the vicin-
ity of depth iz . The modelling region is confined to anomalies in vertical 
direction, but as a rule it is enlarged in horizontal directions. The width of 
the modelling region L should be chosen in such a way that the scattered 
(anomalous) electric field would be comparatively small at the margins of 
the modelling region (Avdeev, 2006). 

4.2 Inverse modeling 
The inversion scheme by Siripunvaraporn and Egbert (2000) using reduced 
basis Occam’s inversion (Rebocc) was employed for inverse modelling in 
this thesis. The code is built for 2D magnetotelluric data inversion based on 
the quasi-static assumption. As stated in its name, the Rebooc scheme is an 
efficient variant of the Occam algorithm (deGroot Hedlin and Constable, 
1990), which is aimed to find the minimum structure model subject to a de-
sired misfit level. A brief view of the inverse theory used in this thesis is 
discussed in the following.  

In the inverse problem, measured data, d, are interpreted by finding model 
parameters, m, and characterizing some physical processes that can be ex-
plained using mathematical expressions. The aim of inverse theory is to 
minimize the difference between data observation and model prediction that 
is characterized by a misfit function. However, the data measurement may 
contain uncertainties [ ]Neee ..., , , 21=e  that should also be incorporated 
into the model estimates. 

Most of geophysical inverse problems are non linear and underdetermined 
or mixed determined and some sort of regularization is needed to solve them 
(Menke, 1984). In the Occam’s inversion the regularization forces the model 
to be smooth. The inversion tries to find the smoothest model that fit the data 
within certain tolerances. The data misfit between the model responses and 
the measured data is written as 

[ ]( ) [ ]( )mFdCmFd d −−= −12 T
dX ,   (4.16) 

where 1−
dC is the inverse of data covariance matrix, which is diagonal and 

contains the data uncertainties e . Normally convergence can be reached by 
using equation (4.16), but the inverse problem is non-unique; an infinite 
number of models can produce the same data misfit (Parker, 1994). There-
fore a model norm is introduced as 
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( ) ( )0
1

0
2 mmCmm m −−= −T
mX ,   (4.17) 

where 0m  is an a-priori model, and 1−
mC  is the inverse of the model covari-

ance matrix that characterizes the magnitude and smoothness of resistivity 
variations relative to the prior model. In some cases 1−

mC  is replaced by a 
model roughness operator, i.e. flattening and smoothing. When the model 
parameters vary slowly with position, for discrete model parameters, the 
difference between physically adjacent model parameters can be minimized. 
This condition can be incorporated by penalizing the norm of the first or 
second derivative of the model parameters (deGroot Hedlin and Constable, 
1990). The minimum structure inverse problem is to minimize 2

mX  subject 
to 2

*
2 XX d = , where 2

*X is the desired level of misfit. 
The two functional of equations (4.16) and (4.17) are combined to solve 

the unconstrained functional ( )λ,mU with the desired misfit level 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) [ ]( ) [ ]( ){ }2

*
11

0
1

0, XU TT −−−+−−= −−− mFdCmFdmmCmmm dm λλ
     

    (4.18) 

The Lagrange multiplier λ controls whether more weight is given to mini-
mizing the norm of data misfit or the norm of the model. When λ  is large, 
the inversion process tend to produce a smoother model and the data misfit 
become less important. On the other hand, when λ  is small the process pri-
oritizes data misfit but regardless to a priori information. Instead of using 
unconstrained functional in equation (4.17), the penalty functional ( ( )mλW ) 
may also be applied as 

( ) ( ) ( ) [ ]( ) [ ]( ){ }mFdCmFdmmCmmm dm −−+−−= −−− 11
0

1
0

TTW λλ . 
     

    (4.19)  

The penalty functional defined in equation (4.19) is the basis objective func-
tion used in the Rebocc 2D inversion code (Siripunvaraporn and Egbert, 
2000). 
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5 Summary of papers 

Three papers on the CSRMT method, which are the basis for this thesis, are 
summarized in this chapter. In paper I, the CSRMT method was applied for 
groundwater exploration in an area of glacial deposit close to Heby, Sweden. 
The low frequency signal has penetrated relatively thick sedimentary succes-
sions. The deep aquifer was better resolved by inverting both determinant 
and TE+TM modes under plane wave assumption. Following this work, 
further analysis on the near field effects of the CSTMT transfer functions has 
been continued in Paper II. The CSRMT method was applied to study the 
depth extent of fractures zones that intersect a tunnel under construction in 
Hallandsås Horst, in the south of Sweden. In paper III, the usefulness of 
CSRMT method was tested for targeting hydrothermal veins of copper min-
eralization in the Chah-Mussi mining area, in the northeastern part of Iran. 
The RMT signals in the area were poor, but good quality CSTMT data could 
be measured. The RMT data have been used as a complement to analyze the 
near surface resistivity anomalies seen in the 2D CSTMT models. 

5.1 Paper I: Investigation of groundwater resources 
using controlled-source radio magnetotellurics 
(CSRMT) in glacial deposits in Heby, Sweden 

5.1.1 Summary 
This paper deals with the interpretation of CSRMT data for groundwater 
exploration in a glacial deposits area near the village of Heby, Sweden. The 
area is characterized by formations of sand/gravel lying in between crystal-
line bedrock and clay rich sediments. The CSTMT (1 – 12 kHz) and RMT 
(14 – 250 kHz) data were acquired along eight profiles using a station spac-
ing of 20 meters. The data were combined into a total tensor description 
using a parametric expansion of the electromagnetic transfer functions (Bas-
tani and Pedersen, 2001). The apparent resistivity and phase of the RMT and 
CSTMT data along profile 2 are shown in Figure 5.1. Notice that at a fre-
quency of about 14 kHz (4.15 in log scale) the transition is generally quite 
smooth as would be the case when the plane wave condition is met. But the 
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higher phases at frequencies below 4 kHz (3.16 in log scale) are suspected as 
near-field effects caused by the horizontal magnetic dipole transmitter. The 
source-receiver distance is mostly greater than four times the skin depth 
(Wannamaker, 1997), i.e. if a 100 Ωm of conductive subsurface layer is as-
sumed. However the effect of the underlying resistive basement may cause 
near field effects that is in violation with the plane-wave assumption at low-
est frequencies. The transmitter effect can also be seen in the real induction 
arrows at lowest frequencies (Figure 5.2).  At the eastern part of the profile 
they point towards to the south, where the transmitter was located. At the 
western part, the real induction arrows are directed to the northwest indicates 
that they partly are due to the transmitter and partly due to the rise of the 
resistive basement towards the west as also seen at the lowest RMT frequen-
cies. 

Dimensionality tests were performed by calculating Swift’s skew (Swift, 
1967) and strike direction (Zhang et al., 1987). Estimated Swift’s skews 
along the profiles indicate that the data satisfy 1D or 2D conditions. 3D ef-
fects can still be identified at the lower frequencies of CSTMT data and 
some stations at RMT frequencies. The strike analysis showed no consistent 
strike along the whole profile. However by rotating the impedance tensor at 
different angles, a minimum of misfit function Q  were observed at a re-
gional strike of N10oW as suggested by the strike of the surface geology 
(SGU, 2007). 

2D inversion of combined data was done using the Rebooc code. The four 
lowest CSTMT frequencies (i.e. 1000, 1414, 2000, 2828 Hz) were excluded 
from the data because of the near-field effects seen on the transfer functions. 
The inverted model of the combined TE and TM modes (Figure 5.3a) com-
pares very well with that obtained from the determinant data (Figure 5.3b). 
The models generally can be simplified to three layers, representing from top 
to bottom clay-sand/gravel-bedrock. Resistivity of the clay layer is taken to 
be less than 40 Ωm. Resistivities of the sand/gravel formation are taken to 
fall in the interval 40-400 Ωm, and resistivity of the bedrock is assumed to 
be more than 400 Ωm. 
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Figure 5.1 Estimated (a) apparent resistivities and (b) phases for the xy-data (TE), 
followed by (c, d) the yx-data (TM) and (e, f) the determinant data of profile 02.  
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Figure 5.2 The real induction arrows in the frequency range of 1-12 kHz derived 
from controlled source measurements and for 15-250 kHz from RMT-data along 
profile 02. The transmitter (dipole source) is located at a distance of about 430m to 
the south from the most easterly station at profile distance 460m. 
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Figure 5.3 The 2D inversion models of (a) combined TE+TM and (b) determinant 
modes of profile 02. The models are superimposed with the seismic refraction model 
(solid lines), the migrated seismic reflections (Juhlin et al., 2002), the 1D models of 
vertical electrical soundings (VES, non-coloured columns) and available borehole 
data (coloured columns).  

 
Figure 5.4 A stitched model of electrical resistivity of the area investigated SSE of 
Heby, consisting of 2D models that were derived from the combined inversion of TE 
and TM mode data. 
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The TE+TM model shows superior resolution of both resistive and con-
ductive parts along the profile (Figure 5.3a). The TE+TM model shows a 
rather sharp steep boundary between the clay and the sand/gravel formations 
along the profile at a distance of about 250 m compared with the determinant 
model, which shows a more gradual transition. The TE+TM model also 
gives a better image of the boundary between sand/gravel and bedrock while 
this transition in the determinant model is less distinct. We have carried out a 
non-linear resolution analysis based on Kalscheuer and Pedersen (2007) to 
better quantify the depth extent of the aquifer. The resolution kernel of se-
lected cells suggests that the electrical resistivity averages into the estimated 
resistivity of the selected cells. Generally, the selected cells of the TE+TM 
model show a better resolution compared to cells of the determinant model. 
Model resolution can also be improved by adding a-priori model in the in-
version. The inverted models have preserved the identity of the prior model 
regarding the depth of the bedrock. 

The inverted models using CSRMT data generally are in good agreement 
with reflection seismic images and borehole information. However, along 
profile 02 the reflection seismic model clearly images structures below an 
elevation of 30 m above sea level. The sand/gravel-bedrock interface dips 
steeply to the east from an elevation of +25 m at 250 m along the profile to 
an elevation of about -10 m at 325 m. The CSRMT images show also good 
agreement with 1D models obtained from Vertical Electrical Soundings 
(VES) that were done at some sites along the profiles, i.e., along profile 01 
and 02 (Wållberg, priv. comm., 2002). Resistivities used in the VES models 
are similar, but not identical to those we have adopted in our interpretation. 

The simplified three-layer model consisting of clay, sand/gravel and bed-
rock as we interpret the inverted models along profiles 01 and 02 seem to 
exist in the entire study area (Figure 5.4). The five northern profiles were 
inverted from CSRMT data, the three profiles in the south are from RMT 
data only. All models can be well correlated. The clay layer at 20 m depth 
generally is flat-shaped. The sand/gravel formation tends to be more variable 
along all profiles. In certain parts, it reaches a thickness of up to 40 m, and it 
is seen as the potential groundwater aquifer. The sand/gravel formation ex-
tends in the strike of the valley in approximately NNW-SSE direction and 
the valley is much wider than the formation itself. 

5.1.2 Conclusions 
The CSRMT method has provided many useful details about glacial deposits 
in the Heby area. The 2D inverted models generally can be simplified to 
three layers, representing from top to bottom clay-sand/gravel-bedrock. The 
sand/gravel formation extends in the strike of the valley in approximately 
NNW-SSE direction. In certain parts, it reaches a thickness of up to 40 m, 
and it is considered as the potential groundwater aquifers. Capability of the 
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method to penetrate the deeper parts has been improved by combining the 
RMT and CSTMT data in the inversions. Though, only a very limited range 
of frequencies of controlled source data can be used, generally the inverted 
models better resolve deeper structures. The models inverted by using de-
terminant are comparable with the TE+TM modes. However the TE+TM 
models show superior resolution of both resistive and conductive parts along 
the profile. The TE and TM modes can be incorporated in the inversion if the 
strike direction is well defined. The dimensionality of the data can be ap-
proved, for example, through Swift’s skew calculation and strike analysis of 
the transfer functions. 
 

5.2 Paper II: The electrical conductivity of the 
Hallandsås Horst, Sweden; A controlled source 
radiomagnetotelluric study 

5.2.1 Summary 
The main objectives of paper II are to analyze the behaviour of CSTMT 
responses of 2½D synthetic models based on CSRMT data sets collected 
along profiles on the Hallandsås Horst, Southern Sweden with a view to 
study the depth extent of possible near surface fractures zones that might 
intersect a tunnel under construction. The Hallandsås Horst is composed of 
Precambrian rocks that are flanked by younger sedimentary rocks striking in 
northwest-southeast direction (Wikman and Bergström, 1987). The CSTMT 
and RMT data were acquired using the EnviroMT tensor CSRMT system 
(Bastani, 2001) along three parallel profiles. The profiles run from northeast 
to southwest with a separation of 30 meters. The data in all profiles show 
similar features suggesting that the geological setting can be characterized as 
2D as also supported by dimensionality analysis proposed by Swift (1976) 
and Zhang et al. (1987). Therefore only data from profile 1, which has 42 
stations with 10 m spacing, are presented in this paper. 

The transition from RMT (14 – 250 kHz) to CSTMT (1 – 12 kHz) of 
the apparent resistivities, phases and real induction arrows is quite smooth 
(Figure 5.5). Generally, the apparent resistivity and phase data are dominated 
by lateral changes caused by vertical/sub-vertical fracture zones in good 
agreement with the behaviour of the induction arrows, which point away 
from conductive features (and towards the source for near field behaviour of 
the controlled source data). For the CSTMT data, near field signatures are 
much less pronounced in the TE mode. While in the TM mode, the data are 
strongly influenced by near-field effects as indicated by its extremely high 
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phases at the lowest frequencies. The real part of the tipper also reveals the 
same source effect, as the real induction arrows are large and point towards 
to the source. This is because the position of the transmitter lying 320 m to 
the SE of the profile (see Figure 5.5e and f) gives rise to “source” tipper 
vectors that have a predominant component along the strike, whereas the 
tipper vector related to the 2D structure will be directed perpendicular to 
strike.  

 
Figure 5.5 Estimated apparent resistivities for (a) TE data and (b) TM data. Phases 
for (a) TE data and (b) TM data. (c) The real induction arrows. The RMT (14 – 250 
kHz) and CSTMT (1 – 12 kHz) frequency ranges are separated by a straight line in 
each figure. (f) Sketch of real induction arrow direction in the near field condition. 
Generally the RMT real induction arrows are directed parallel along the profile, 
satisfied the 2D assumption. Under far field condition the real induction arrows 
point away from good conductors that may indicate existence of fracture zones 
crossing the profile. 
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Figure 5.6 (a) Plan view of the 2½D model of Hallandsås Horst. (b) Vertical cross-
section of the model. 

In order to study the behaviour of the controlled source data set, I performed 
a synthetic model study of source effects on the plane wave modelling by 
using the X3D forward modelling code (Avdeev et al., 2002). A simple ge-
neric model (Figure 5.6) constructed by forward modelling of RMT data is 
used to represent the electrical conductivity model of the area. Using the 
same generic model, controlled source and plane wave forward model re-
sponses were computed in the frequency range of 1-12 kHz for comparison. 
Generally apparent resistivities in the TM mode are comparable (Figure 5.7), 
while in the TE mode at frequencies lower than 5656 Hz they differ slightly. 
The differences are clearly shown in the middle part of the profile, where the 
transmitters-receivers distance is shortest. However, the determinant appar-
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ent resistivities are comparable at all frequencies. At frequencies below 5656 
Hz, the controlled source phase responses are higher than the plane wave, 
obviously due to a near field effect. For the tipper data, in the 2D case tipper 
element B is identically equal to zero for plane waves and thus deviations 
from that can be entirely related to the source effects. 

The synthetic model responses were inverted by using the Rebocc code 
(Siripunvaraporn and Egbert, 2000) and its modification by Pedersen and 
Engels (2005) for the determinant. No random noise was added to the syn-
thetic responses, but a theoretical random error of 4% was assumed for ap-
parent resistivity corresponding to 1.1 degrees for the phase. Generally the 
RMT data inversions can resolve conductors at shallow depths only (Figure 
5.8b and c), at least for the relatively low background resistivity encountered 
in this study. The conductor that continues down to the depth at 140 m situ-
ated in the middle part of the profile is not resolved well in the inverted 
models and the 10000 Ωm resistive block situated below the conductors is 
not clearly imaged. The thin conductors at the surface also reduce the pene-
tration depth. Compared to the determinant model (Figure 5.8b), the com-
bined TE and TM model resolves the conductors somewhat better as ex-
pected (Figure 5.8c). The joint inversion of the CSRMT synthetic data with 
little near field effects can obviously resolve the model deeper than the RMT 
data. The dipping conductor at the middle part along the profile is imaged to 
a depth of 140 m. The penetration depth for determinant data is shallower 
than that of the combined TE and TM modes as seen in Figure 5.8d and e. 

The field data inversions show that the RMT models inverted from de-
terminant data are much smoother than the combined TE and TM model and 
both resolve similar conductive features (Figure 5.9a and b). The dominance 
of near vertical conductive/resistive features in the upper 60 m is clearly 
noted on the combined TE and TM models. The models are well resolved to 
a 60 m depth only and tend towards an average homogenous resistivity of 
3000 Ωm below that. The uppermost 100 Ωm thin conductive layer shown in 
the models is in agreement with the geological information from the area 
(Dahlin et al., 1999) indicating that a thin 2-10 m sedimentary layer overlies 
predominantly gneissic bedrock. Below this thin conductive overburden, 
near vertical conductors probably represent fracture zones. The RMT and 
CSRMT models are comparable down to 60 m depth. The joint inversion of 
combined TE and TM modes (Figure 5.9d) shows the conductor at distances 
260-350 m continues down 150 m depth, which is the depth of the tunnel 
under construction. In the determinant model, the position of the conductor 
is shifted to the left at distances 140-240 m along the profile (Figure 5.9c). 
The difference is probably caused by the source effect, where the selected 
frequencies of the CSTMT data were assumed as plane wave however they 
are not fully free from the source effects. 
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Figure 5.7 Comparison between (circle) plane wave and (solid line) controlled 
source responses of the synthetic model at the CSTMT frequency range (1 – 12 
kHz). (a) The apparent resistivities, (b) the phases, and (c) the real part of magnetic 
transfer function A and B. 
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Figure 5.8 (a) The 2.5D synthetic model and Two-dimensional inverted model of 
synthetic data for RMT (b) determinant and (c) combined TE and TM modes, fol-
lowed by plane wave CSRMT (d) determinant and (e) combined TE and TM modes.  

 

 
Figure 5.9 Two-dimensional inverted models of field data for RMT (a) determinant 
and (b) combined TE and TM modes, followed by plane wave CSRMT (c) determi-
nant and (d) combined TE and TM modes. 

Our models show generally the electrical resistivity models are in agreement 
with other geophysical, geological interpretations, and drilling tests (i.e., 
Wikman and Bergström, 1987; Dahlin et al., 1999; Danielsen, 2007). The 
high resistivity corresponds to gneiss, the intermediate resistivity corre-
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sponds to amphibolites, and the low resistivity corresponds to a varying 
lithology with fractured contacts (Danielsen, 2007). Compared to the DC 
resistivity survey measured along the same profile the CSRMT models re-
solve the deep conductor much better (Hjärten, 2007). 

5.2.2 Conclusions 
The combined CSRMT technique is a useful tool for detailed imaging of 
near surface fracture zones in a crystalline environment. Although the 
source-receiver distance of the CSTMT technique applied in our case is rela-
tively small but still a reasonable model can be found. A better model might 
be obtained if the source-receiver distance were increased or if a full 2½D 
inversion code would be available. Regarding near field effects, the synthetic 
model studies shows that apparent resistivity and phase of the TM mode are 
more influenced by the source than the TE mode. The near field effects can 
be easily identified in the tipper vectors. The tipper vectors of controlled 
source data do not follow 2D plane wave behaviour, which would be a prob-
lem, if the data were included in the traditional magnetotelluric 2D inversion 
codes. 

Tests with the synthetic data show that it is more secure to use determi-
nant data when including CSTMT data in the inversion than the combined 
TE and TM modes. The apparent resistivity and phase of determinant data 
are less influenced by the source effect but the inversion of determinant data 
does not resolve well the details in the model as the combined TE and TM 
data does. Based on the Hallandsås Horst study area, the models inverted 
from combined CSRMT data are comparable with the other geophysical and 
geological interpretations. The joint inversion of TE and TM model shows 
reliable features down to the depth 150 m where the tunnel under construc-
tion is situated. 

5.3 Paper III: Delineating hydrothermal stock-work 
copper deposits using controlled-source and radio-
magnetotelluric methods: A case study from northeast 
Iran 

5.3.1 Summary 
Paper III presents the application of the CSTMT and RMT methods for tar-
geting hydrothermal veins of copper mineralization in the Chah-Mussi min-
ing area, in the northeastern part of Iran. Oxidized copper occurrences are 
abundant in the area and had been mined out to an economic level in the 
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past. The copper deposits are within a unit of porphyry biotite-hornblende 
andesite, mainly covered by Holocene alluvium. The copper mineralizations 
are the result of major hydrothermal activity that fill existing faults and frac-
ture zones after the formation of the volcanic rocks. They are occasionally 
appear as sparse veins but are usually stockworks (connected veins). 

 
Figure 5.10 Ground magnetic map of the study area shown with the location of the 
RMT and CSTMT profiles and transmitter sites S1 and S2 (a). Real part of induction 
arrows for the selected CSTMT frequencies of 6.25 and 12.5 kHz are shown in (b) 
projected onto a grey scale ground magnetic map of the study area.  

The CSTMT and RMT data were acquired along 8 profiles in the high-
land area (Figure 5.10a). There are no consistencies in the strike directions in 
the area and strike analysis for the CSTMT data. It indicates that the struc-
tures can be considered 3D in the west and become reasonably 1D in the 
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eastern part of the study area. The real induction arrows also show very 
complex resistivity/conductivity structures (Figure 5.10b). The induction 
arrows in the first half of Profile 1 and entire Profile 2 point to a low resistiv-
ity feature (see the inversion results) that lies almost parallel to both profiles.  

An approximation solution to circumvent this 3D problem is to use 2D 
inversion of the determinant data. The 2D inversion of determinant RMT 
data resulted in very unstable models and large RMS datafits (> 8%) which 
is mainly because of the few number of radio transmitters in the study area. 
However, the RMT data at the most stable frequencies are shown on top of 
each CSTMT model to find the correlation between the resistivity anomalies 
in the RMT data and those in the CSTMT models (see Figure 5.11). The 
CSTMT model with a very low RMS datafit (0.95%) shows mainly a more 
resistive feature (1000 Ωm) at depth overlaid by an overburden with consid-
erable lateral resistivity and thickness variations (see Figure 5.11b). A very 
low resistivity zone (about 25 Ωm) at a depth of about 5 m to 10 m at 380 m 
distance along the profile is clearly resolved. The location coincides exactly 
with the location of exposed copper mineralization.  The resistive structure is 
very close to the surface at the two ends of the profile. Variations in the 
measured RMT apparent resistivity (Figure 5.11a) correlate well with the 
resistivity variations resolved in the CSTMT model. The low RMT apparent 
resistivity anomaly observed in all the selected frequencies at 380 m distance 
along the profile coincides with the location of exposed copper mineraliza-
tion and low resistivity anomaly in the CSTMT model.  The CSTMT model 
shows a lower resistivity zone at this interval that we consider as a near-field 
effect. Some shallow low-resistivity anomalies that are considered as miner-
alization potential, e.g. along profile 1, appear also in the RMT apparent 
resistivity data. In general, resolution of the CSTMT models degrades closer 
to the surface but the trend of resistivity variations is similar to the RMT 
data along most of the profiles. 

The models have also shown a good correlation with the magnetic field 
and drilling tests. In all resistivity models, the resistive bedrock deepens to 
the south where the magnetic field has a decreasing trend. To the north all 
the models show an outcropping resistive host rock that fits well the mag-
netic highs seen at the end all the profiles. Furthermore, recent sets of bore-
holes drilled down to the depth of 120 m near the crossing point between 
Profiles 4 and 6 indicate a good correspondence with the models obtained 
from the CSTMT data (Figure 5.11d and f). A 3D view of the CSTMT mod-
els is shown in Figure 5.12. A good comparison between the CSTMT mod-
els can be found at points where the profiles cross each other. 
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Figure 5.11 2D resistivity models along Profiles 1, 4, 6, and 7, obtained from (a), 
(c), (e) and (g) from RMT data, and (b), (d), (f) and (h) from CSTMT data. Dashed 
lines illustrate the position of the crossing profiles in respect to the current profiles 
(see Figure 5.10a).  

 
Figure 5.12 3D views of the 2D resistivity models from the CSTMT data with a 
view to the north. See the text for the description of the results. 
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5.3.2 Conclusions 
This study has shown a different application of the high frequency RMT and 
CSTMT methods in mineral exploration. The number of radio transmitters 
with acceptable S/N was enough to study the shallower resistivity structures 
qualitatively and to confirm those low resistivity anomalies seen in the 
CSTMT 2D resistivity models. The CSTMT data have been used for the 
strike and dimensionality analysis, indicating a predominant 3D structure. 
No preferred directions along the measured profiles were identified to per-
form TE, TM or joint modelling. Consequently, a 2D modelling of the de-
terminant resistivity data was performed to reduce the 3D effects. The rea-
sonably low overall RMS datafits along almost all the profiles are good 
measures of confidence in the resulting 2D models. 2D inversion of RMT 
data created unstable models with bad datafit (RMS >8%). However, the 
selected RMT data has helped to complement interpretation of the CSTMT 
models. 

The data coverage is as such that the 2D models along crossing profiles 
can be compared and correlated with each other. At the crossing points, the 
models generally show the same resistivity features with some reservations 
for differences. The outcrops of the resistive volcanic host rock at several 
places along and close to the measured profiles helped to calibrate the mod-
elled resistivities against the measured data. The 2D resistivity models show 
moderate- to low-resistivity zone at the location of ongoing mining activi-
ties. This correlates well with the type of copper mineralization seen in the 
area (low-resistivity malachitic). The analysis of the 2D resistivity models 
indicates that the volcanic rock deepens at the centre of study area where 
profiles 1 and 4 cross profiles 6 and 7 (Figure 5.11). This zone is associated 
with a magnetic low and, therefore, has been suggested as a high potential 
region for detailed exploration work. Preliminary drilling results have con-
firmed parts of the interpretation presented in this study. 
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6 Discussion and conclusions 

The CSRMT method was applied for various geological targets. The RMT 
method proved to be a powerful tool for near-surface imaging among the 
electromagnetic techniques, but penetration depth of the RMT data reduces 
as a conductive layer covers the targets at depth. Based on the papers used in 
this thesis, the penetration depth can be increased by including the CSTMT 
data in modelling if the measurements are in the far field range. The resolu-
tion of the deeper parts of the models may be improved by performing a 
combined TE- and TM-mode modelling. Consequently the 2D condition 
should be satisfied by the data when standard 2D MT inverse codes are used. 
It is necessary to carry out dimensionality test and strike analysis prior to any 
2D inversion or modelling.  

6.1 Comparison between results from CSRMT and other 
geophysical methods 
In paper I, the CSRMT method was successfully applied for the mapping of 
aquifers in gravel formations lying between crystalline bedrock and clay rich 
sediments in Heby area. 2D Inversion of data generally showed simplified 
three layer models, from top to bottom: clay-sand/gravel-bedrock. The in-
verted models resolved details of the thickness variations of glacial deposits 
overlying the crystalline bedrock (Figure 5.4). Penetration tests show signifi-
cant correlation with the models. The 2D CSRMT models are generally in 
good agreement with reflection seismic images along the same profiles. For 
example, along profile 02 (Figure 5.3), the reflective flat-lying boundaries in 
the migrated seismic reflection section (Juhlin et al., 2002) at an elevation of 
20 m above sea level are interpreted as the clay layer that also appears in the 
inverted model with a resistivity below 40 Ωm. The thickness of the inter-
preted clay layer agrees well with the results of three penetration tests that 
were drilled at 80 m (R0007), 200 m (S0003) and 320 m distance (S0004) 
along the profile. Similar results are found along profile 01. Seismic refrac-
tion data (Juhlin et al., 2002) reveal a top layer that has a velocity of 1400 
m/s and interpreted to represent clays. The second layer showing a velocity 
of 1650 m/s corresponds to the clay-sand formation which is supported by 
the results of two penetration tests (S0005 and S0001). The clay layer is 
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confirmed in the CSRMT models by resistivities below 40 Ωm, while its 
boundaries are not so clearly imaged in the reflection seismic sections (Juh-
lin et al., 2002). 

However, along profile 02 the reflection seismic model clearly images 
structures below an elevation of 30 m above sea level. The sand/gravel-
bedrock interface dips steeply to the east from an elevation of +25 m at 250 
m along the profile to an elevation of about -10 m at 325 m. In the CSRMT 
image, the interfaces are not well pronounced, but can be classified into 
ranges of resistivity as we have done before. Clearly, the electrical resistivity 
structure has a similar shape as the images obtained from reflection and re-
fraction studies.  

The CSRMT models correlate well with 1D models obtained from Verti-
cal Electrical Soundings (VES) that were done at some points along the pro-
files, i.e., along profile 01 and 02 (Wållberg, priv. comm., 2002). In the VES 
models, resistivities of the clay layer are taken to lie in the interval 30-60 
Ωm. Higher resistivities, in the range of 60-200 Ωm are interpreted to repre-
sent the sand/gravel formation and resistivities of 5000-30000 Ωm are re-
lated to the bedrock. Resistivities used in the VES models are similar, but 
not identical to those we have adopted in our interpretation. In Sweden, 
granites generally are highly resistive and their resistivities may lie in the 
interval of some 10.000 Ωm (Linde and Pedersen, 2004a). In this study, we 
have adopted resistivities greater than 400 Ohm-m as representing the bed-
rock, which seems to work well here. The same discussion is valid about the 
40 Ωm limit that is attributed to clays, though clays mostly have resistivities 
below 10 Ωm. 

Considering the good correlation found with other geophysical methods, 
an a-priori model was also incorporated in the inversion in order to improve 
model resolution. The inverted models have preserved the identity of the a-
priori model regarding the depth of the bedrock. This is a well-known phe-
nomenon that EM methods can not resolve the interface between good con-
ductors over bad one. 

In paper II, the CSRMT data inversions result electrical conductivity im-
age of the Hallandsås Horst (Figure 5.9). The uppermost of 100 Ωm thin 
conductive layer shown in the models is in agreement with the geological 
information from the area (Wikman and Bergström, 1987; Dahlin et al., 
1999) indicating that a thin 2-10 m sedimentary layer overlies predominantly 
gneissic bedrock. Below this thin conductive overburden, near vertical con-
ductors probably represent fracture zones. The conductor at distances 260-
350 m continues down to 150 m depth, which is the depth of the tunnel un-
der construction. The resistivity of bedrock varies from 1000-10000 Ωm. 

The electrical resistivity models are in agreement with DC resistivity and 
geological interpretations (i.e., Wikman and Bergström, 1987; Dahlin et al., 
1999; Danielsen, 2007). Based on the measurements along the same profile 
(Hjärten, 2007), the DC resistivity model shows a lot of resistive features in 
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the subsurface which are not resolved in the CSRMT models. However our 
models resolve the deep conductor much better compared to the DC resistiv-
ity results. Information from the closest core drilling situated about 100 m 
south of the profile (Danielsen, 2007) are in compliance with our models. 
The high resistivity corresponds to gneiss, the intermediate resistivity corre-
sponds to amphibolites, and the low resistivity corresponds to a varying 
lithology with fractured contacts. According to Wikman and Bergström 
(1987), the area is dominated by fractured zones in northwest-southeast di-
rection. 

The most difficult case of using CSRMT was found in paper III where the 
quality of RMT data was inadequate to be involved in the combine inver-
sion. A big gap in the frequency distribution of the radio transmitters in the 
middle of the measuring band caused instability in the inversion of the RMT 
data. Compared to magnetic field measured in the area, in general, there is a 
clear correlation between interpreted resistive host volcanic rocks and the 
highs in the magnetic field. In all resistivity models, the resistive bedrock 
deepens to the south where the magnetic field has a decreasing trend Figure 
5.10a). To the north, all the models show an outcropping resistive host rock 
that fits well with the magnetic highs seen at the end of all profiles.  

Apart from sparse localized low-resistivity zones with some potential for 
targeting mineralization zones, our overall interpretation of mineral potential 
of the highland area is that the central part of the study area with an associ-
ated magnetic low has a potential for detail exploration work (e.g., drilling). 
A recent set of boreholes drilled down to the depth of 120 m near the cross-
ing point between Profiles 4 and 6 indicate a good correspondence with the 
models obtained from the CSTMT data (Figure 5.11 d and f).  

6.2 Inversion of determinant data versus TE+TM mode 
The inverted models in paper I and II generally imply that the TE+TM 
model shows superior resolution of both resistive and conductive structures. 
This is natural since the model based upon the determinant data represents 
an average of TE and TM modes (Pedersen and Engels, 2005). 

In paper I, the TE+TM model shows a rather sharp steep boundary be-
tween the clay and the sand/gravel formations along the profile at a distance 
of about 250 m compared with the determinant model which shows a more 
gradual transition (Figure 5.3). The TE+TM model also gives a better image 
of the boundary between sand/gravel and bedrock while this transition in the 
determinant model is less distinct. However, it should be noticed that the 
contact between the sand/gravel formations and the bedrock is difficult to 
resolve with EM methods when using inversion with smoothness regulariza-
tion.  
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In paper II, the joint inversion of combined TE and TM modes were also 
compared to those from the determinant data. Test with the synthetic data 
revealed that it is more secure to use determinant data when including 
CSTMT data in the inversion than the combined TE and TM modes. The 
apparent resistivity and phase of determinant data are less influenced by the 
source effect but the inversion of determinant data does not resolve the 
model as well as the combined TE and TM data does. 

However the joint TE and TM mode can be done under 2D conditions 
where the strike is determined properly. The TE and TM data should be ro-
tated properly to the estimated geoelectrical strike before inverted. Therefore 
the dimensionality test and strike analysis are needed prior to inversion. In 
3D cases, the determinant data may show reliable models compared to the 
joint TE and TM mode. In some cases, it is believed that the TM mode could 
be less influenced by 3D effects (Wannamaker et al., 1984; Boener et al., 
1999). Berdichevsky et al. (1998) support the fact that the TM mode is effec-
tive for modelling 3D conducting structure and the TE mode is less distorted 
for 3D resistive structures. However for controlled source data, using TM 
mode solely is questionable since the data are more distorted by source ef-
fects as found in paper II. 

6.3 The source effects 
Source effects are very important when the controlled source data are mod-
elled by conventional 2D MT codes. The CSTMT data in this thesis gener-
ally contain source effects at the lower frequencies. In paper I, the source 
effects significantly appear in the four lowest frequencies (1000, 1414, 2000, 
2828 Hz) that were characterized by lowest apparent resistivities, highest 
phases, and source-receivers directions of the real induction arrows (see 
Figure 5.1; Figure 3.1; Li and Pedersen, 1991). Then the identified non-plane 
wave data at the four lowest frequencies were excluded in the inversions. 

In paper II, the study on source effects was improved by involving 2½-D 
forward modelling. The forward modelling result a simplified 2½D model 
(Figure 5.6) that fits the RMT and CSTMT data collected in the Hallandsås 
Horst. Based on this model, plane wave and controlled source responses for 
the frequency range 1-250 kHz were calculated for comparison. The results 
inspire that the controlled source data at frequencies less than 6 kHz gener-
ally contain source effects (Figure 5.7). 

In paper III, the CSTMT data are generally less influenced by the sources. 
The effects cannot be clearly seen in both the transfer functions and tipper 
data. However, the effects are revealed in the inversion results, especially 
along profile 1 when comparing to others crossing profiles. The comparisons 
have given an idea when the near field affected the CSTMT data. Profiles 1 
and 6 cross each other at 170 m distance (Figure 5.11b and f). On important 
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feature to compare between CSTMT models along Profiles 1 and 6 is the 
interruption of high-resistivity zone observed in the CSTMT model along 
Profile 1 (see Figure 5.11b; distances between 110 m to 210 m). The 
CSTMT model along profile 6  (Figure 5.11f) at the crossing point resolves a 
resistor at depth (> 50 m), which is in contradiction with the low-resistivity 
zone seen in the CSTMT model of profile 1 (Figure 5.11b). The receiver-
transmitter separation in profile 6 is about 100 m longer than the one for 
profile 1 at the same point. Therefore the shorter separation in profile 1 may 
have given rise to the near field effect that in turn creates the low-resistivity 
anomaly when a magnetic dipole source is utilized. At the other crossing 
points, e.g., profiles 1 with 7 and 8, both the RMT data and CSTMT models 
show a reasonable correlation even in the estimated resistivities. Therefore, 
we think the near-field effect has only disturbed part of the data along the 
profile 1.  

The source effects can be reduced if the transmitter is located sufficiently 
far from the receiver. However increasing the distance between source and 
receiver may decreases signal strength, i.e., a poor signal to noise ratio. In 
some cases, even though the source-receiver distance is far enough, the ef-
fect of the underlying resistive basement causes violation of the plane wave 
assumption (Wannamaker, 1997). 

Based on the source effects problem described above, it clearly shows the 
need for developing a new approach to model the effect of the source in the 
data. Furthermore, we would also improve the depth resolution when invert-
ing the CSTMT data.  
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7 Summary in Swedish 

Tillämpningen av geofysiska metoder i ytnära studier är ett viktigt område 
som ständigt utvecklas mer och mer. Den ytnära delen av jorden (de översta 
100 metrarna) är den del som bär upp mänsklig infrastruktur, innehåller en 
stor del dricksvatten samt utgör ett gränsskikt mellan den fasta jorden och 
atmosfären för många biogeokemiska cykler som uppehåller liv. Det finns 
ett flertal geofysiska metoder som kan användas för mineralprospektering, 
sökandet efter grundvatten samt miljömässiga, geotekniska och arkeologiska 
studier. Elektromagnetiska metoder i frekvensdomänen är fördelaktiga för 
detta syfte på grund av deras goda rumsliga upplösning och kostnadseffekti-
vitet. Exempelvis så kan en plan elektromagnetisk våg genererad av en av-
lägsen radiosändare eller en närbelägen kontrollerad källa användas för att 
ge en bild av den elektriska konduktiviteten hos de ytnära skikten i jorden. 
En integrerad användning av radiomagnetotelluriska (RMT, 14-250 kHz) 
och tensormagnetotelluriska mätningar med kontrollerad källa (CSTMT, 1-
12 kHz), så kallad CSRMT, har också tillämpats för att uppnå en bättre mo-
dellupplösning och djupare nedträngning för ytnära konduktiva strukturer.  

Utvecklingen av CSRMT-metoden leddes av Pedersen et al. (2005). 
CSRMT-data har, med användning av vanliga 2D rutiner för planvågsinver-
sion (e. g., Siripunvaraporn och Egbert, 2000),  givit tillförlitliga och jäm-
förbara geologiska modeller med de erhållna från andra geofysiska metoder. 
(e.g. Pedersen et al., 2005; Bastani, et al., 2008).  Denna avhandling presen-
terar flera fallstudier för att illustrera användbarheten och kapaciteten av 
CSRMT-metoden. Olika typer av data används för att studera upplösningen 
av erhållna modeller. Magnetotelluriska överföringsfunktioner används för 
att studera dimensionaliteten, de ytnära resistivitetsdistortionerna och när-
fältseffekterna när det gäller analys av CSTMT-data. 

Det huvudsakliga problemet vid modellering av CSRMT-data är kopplat 
till avvikelser från planvågsapproximationen eftersom de flesta inversions-
program baseras på  en approximation med ett avlägset fält. Villkoret för att 
använda ett avlägset fält är uppfyllt när avståndet mellan källa och mottagare 
är ungefär 5 gånger längre än nedträngningsdjupet, vilket är en funktion av 
sändarfrekvens och markens resistivitet. För RMT-data uppfylls planvågs-
villkoret på grund av att de avlägsna radiosändarna (Turberg, et al., 1994; 
Tezkan, et al., 1996) vanligtvis är tillräckligt långt borta. Villkoret för ett 
avlägset fält är dock inte helt uppfyllt för CSTMT-data, speciellt för de lägs-
ta frekvenserna när avståndet mellan sändare och mottagare närmar sig ned-
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trängningsdjupet (Li och Pedersen, 1991). Jag har använt mig av flera verk-
tyg för att kontrollera giltigheten av planvågsförhållanden för CSTMT-data. 
Jag har genomfört en detaljerad analys med syntetiska resistivitetsmodeller 
för att studera närfältseffekter inducerade av en magnetisk dipolkälla (an-
vänd i den faktiska datainsamlingen) på data.  Sedan jämförde jag överfö-
ringsfunktionerna för närfältet med motsvarande funktioner för plana vågor. 
Jag har också studerat den gränsfrekvens där icke planvågsdata kan använ-
das i planvågsrutiner för att lösa upp de djupast möjliga delarna i markens 
resistivitet.   

  2D MT-inversionskoden utvecklad av Siripunvaraporn och Egbert 
(2000),  modifierad av Pedersen och Engels (2005), tillåter modellering av 
olika typer av dataformer. Innan man genomför 2D-modellering av MT-data 
är det nödvändigt att ordentligt fastställa strykningsriktningen och rotera 
mätningarna till strykningskoordinatsystemet. Genom strykningsanalysen 
föreslagen av Zhang et al. (1987) testades stabiliteten i uppskattade stryk-
ningsriktningar. Efter rotering av data har jag genomfört 2D-inversion av 
olika dataformer för att jämföra upplösningen av respektive modell. 

I artikel I presenteras resultatet av mätningar med CSRMT-metoden för 
att kartlägga glaciala avlagringar i Heby-trakten i Sverige. Tjockleken av 
glaciala avlagringar kan uppvisa stor variation. Sådana begravda floddalar 
kan utgöra utmärkta grundvattenreservoarer. För att tränga igenom relativt 
tjocka ledande linser av lera användes CSTMT-metoden för att öka djupned-
trängning och lösa upp de djupare delarna av de glaciala avlagringarna, 
främst övergången mellan sand-grus och berggrund. I artikel II användes 
data från profiler på Hallandsåshorsten i södra Sverige för att analysera 
djupupplösningen för kontrollerad källa och radiomagnetotellurik (CSRMT). 
En järnvägstunnel är under konstruktion under grundvattennivån, på 100-150 
meters djup. Skador på miljön på grund av högt vattentryck och sprickor i 
berget kan inträffa under bygget. Vi jämförde beräknad modellrespons för 
2½D-modeller med uppmätt CSRMT-data. Den syntetiska responsen (dvs 
impedanstensor och tipper-vektor) för horisontella magnetiska dipolkällor 
beräknades med X3D-koden från Avdeev et al. (2002). Utifrån den syntetis-
ka responsen analyserades närfältseffekten från resistiv kristallin berggrund 
på dataresponsen. Baserat på modellerna framtagna från det syntetiska data 
kunde vi då bättre analysera de modeller som erhållits från det data som 
uppmätts på Hallandsåsen.  

I artikel III demonstrerar vi tillämpningen av CSRMT-metoden på mine-
ralprospektering i ett område i Iran. Både RMT och CSTMT-mätningar tes-
tades för första gången i Iran. Det var också uppmuntrande att använda båda 
dessa metoder i sitt nuvarande utvecklingsläge för sökandet av mineraler. De 
huvudsakliga syftena med denna studie var att: (i) samla in CSTMT- och 
RMT-data och undersöka deras tillämpning som ett verktyg för ett detaljerat 
mineralprospekteringsprogram, (ii) hjälpa till att avgränsa möjlig utbredning 
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av existerande malmkroppar lateralt och vertikalt, och (iii) att studera RMT-
signaler i den delen av världen.  

Vi har framgångsrikt använt CSRMT-metoden för grundvattenundersök-
ning i ett område med glaciala avlagringar, geotekniska studier i sprickzoner 
och kopparfyndighetsundersökningar i ett gruvområde. RMT-metoden visa-
de sig vara ett kraftfullt verktyg för ytnära studier, men penetrationsdjupet 
för RMT-data minskar när ett ledande lager finns ovanför de djupare mål-
strukturerna. Penetrationsdjupet kan ökas genom att inkludera CSTMT-data i 
modelleringen om mätningarna är inom ett avlägset fält intervall. Upplös-
ningen av djupare delar i modellerna kan förbättras genom en gemensam 
inversion av TE- och TM-modes i datat om strykningsriktningen är väl defi-
nierad. Inversion av determinant data kan, å andra sidan, genomföras istället 
eftersom determinant data påverkas mindre av 3D-strukturer och källeffek-
ter. Upplösningen av determinantmodeller är lägre jämfört med modeller 
inverterade från kombinerade TE- och TM-modes av datat. 
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